First term for the Green Team will be another busy one, with a whole new crop of vegetables to be planted and fresh mulch to be spread. The great news is that Rocky Point Mulching has donated enough cow poo, lucerne mulch and soil mix to kick off all of our vegie gardens in grand style!

The great news is that we will soon have a lovely full sand pit of fresh, double washed sand as well, also from Rocky Point Mulching.

All of the classes worked together to have a huge clean up around the gardens and paths before the holidays, and hand weeded everything ready for Term 1.

It took a bit of blood, sweat and tears for Mrs Kuss and Mrs Johnson to tackle the after holiday weeds, but we are back on track now, so the garden is looking wonderful and nice holiday rain has helped.

Within the Science Room there’s lots of exciting stuff happening too, as we learn about the life cycles, adaptations and features of many living things. Be sure to pop down and see a few of the mini beasts in the room that are transforming right before our eyes.

We’ve used the last of our Prime Minister’s Prize for Science money to buy heaps of new gadgets and gismos to explore life up close, including 2 brand new USB microscopes.

We are starting to collect Pringles tins again (150 needed for Term 3!) The Science Room pays 1 scollar (Science Room Dollar) for each of these when they brought in!

Year Six is using the Prime Minister’s Prize iPads to do an online Science unit on Adaptations through Stile and the CSIRO science program. Both the kids and teachers are learning heaps here about a whole new way of teaching and

Yours in Science

Mrs Kuss and Mrs Johnson.